Model Creation Instructions

One:
Insert the MotoHawk License Dongle into a
USB port on your PC.

Two:
Open Matlab via the Start menu.
Take note of the “Current Folder” location.
Be sure it is not pointing to a location in your
computer’s “Program Files” directory. Click
the browse button to change the location.
Type “motohawk_project <demoName>”
at the prompt. <demoName> is the name
you choose for the model you will create
during this tutorial.

Three:
When successfully created, you will see this
information on your Matlab window.
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Four:
The model template opens

Some quick Simulink instruction…
2.
1.

1. This is the “Model Browser”.
Use it to navigate through
your model. You can also
drill down into the model
by double clicking the
various subsystem blocks.

3.

2. This is the
“Library Browser”.
Click this button to open
the block library. You can
“drag-and-drop” blocks
into your model.
3. Subsystem Block –
double click to move
farther into the model

See http://www.mathworks.com/help/simulink/ug/ connecting-blocks.html
For instructions on how to connect blocks within a model and other modeling basics.

Five:
Double click on the “Target” block and
change the “Target” to “GCM-0563-048-0802”
by clicking the drop-down box.
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Six:
Click the library browser button and highlight
the “MotoHawk” blockset. The MotoHawk
blockset will need to load and you may see
a message indicating that the MotoHawk
blockset is being generated.

Seven:
Expand the Motohawk block set folder by
clicking on the “+”. Choose the CAN
Definition block from the CAN Blocks folder.

Eight:
After you have dropped it into your model,
double click on the CAN definition block
and choose CAN_1 from the “Resource”
dropdown.
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Nine:
Navigate down into the model using the
Model Browser and click the Controller.

Ten:
Select and delete the template blocks
and connecting lines shown to the right.

Eleven:
This is how the model should look after
the template blocks are deleted…
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Twelve:
Add a “Subsystem” block and connect it to
the Sensors and Actuators input and output
ports. The Subsystem block is in the“Ports
and Subsystems” section of the Library
browser.

Thirteen:
Double click on the “Subsystem” block and
it will open to show a simple input port
connected to an output port. Disconnect
the input port from the output port by
clicking the black arrow between them and
deleting it.

input port

Output port

Fourteen:
Now that the input and output ports are
separated, Add a “motohawk_calibration”
block to your model. The block is found
in the library under the “MotoHawk” then
“Calibration & Probing Blocks” headings. Add
the block by dragging and dropping it into
the model.
Also, change the names of the input and
output ports to “Sensor_Pot” and
“Actuator” respectively. Click on the name
to highlight it and then type the new name.
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Fifteen:
Double click the calibration block. Set the
name to ‘Enable’ (note that single quotes are
required) and the default value to 1
Check the box to show additional
parameters and set the output data type to
Boolean.

Sixteen:
Add a constant block from the “Simulink”,
“Sources” area of the block library.

Seventeen:
Double click the constant block and change
it’s value to 15000. (more instructions for
this block on the next page.)
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Eighteen:
While the constant block dialogue is open,
click the “Signal Attributes” tab to set the
output data type of the constant block to
uint32. Click “Apply” and “OK”

Nineteen:
Add a “Bus Creator” Block from the “Simulink”,
“Signal Routing” group. Change the size of a
block by selecting the block, then dragging
and dropping an edge to enlarge or shrink
the block as needed.

Twenty:
Double click the “Bus Creator” block and
change the number of inputs to 3.
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Twenty One:
Change the name of the “Constant” block by
double clicking on the word underneath to
highlight it, then type the new name
“Frequency”. Connect the “Bus Creation” block
output to the output port of the subsystem.
Also, double click the input signal lines and
add names: “Enable”, “Sensor-Pot” and
“Frequency”.

Twenty Two:
Navigate to the “Sensors” area of your model.
Highlight all the template blocks and connecting
lines except for the output port and delete them.

Twenty Three:
This is how the Sensor portion of the model
should look after the deletion is completed.
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Twenty Four:
In the “Motohawk”, “Analog I/O Blocks”
library, drag and drop a “motohawk_ain”
(analog input) block into your model.

Twenty Five:
Now, double click the analog input block,
change the “Resource Name” to
‘Potentiometer’ (note that the single quotes
are required), change the Resource to AN3M
and change the “Output Width in Bits” to 12.

Twenty Six:
Go to the “Signal Attributes” section of the
block library and drag/drop a “Data Type
Conversion” block into your model.
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Twenty Seven:
Now, connect the analog input block, the
conversion block and the output port as
shown to the right. Also, double click the
“Data Type Conversion” block and change
the output data type to int16.

Twenty Eight:
Back to the block library. In the
“MotoHawk”, “Calibration & Probing Blocks”
section, drag/drop a “motohawk_probe” into
your model and hook it up as shown to the
right.

Twenty Nine:
The MotoHawk probe will allow you to view
the content of this signal using MotoTune.
Change the name of the probe to
‘RawPotentiometerSignal’
(note that the single quotes are important).
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Thirty:
Open the “Actuators” section of the model,
select everything other than the input port
and delete the blocks and connecting lines.

Thirty One:
This is how the “Actuators” model should
look after the deletion.

Thirty Two:
Drag and Drop “motohawk_pwm” into the
model from “Motohawk”, “Analog I/O Blocks”.
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Thirty Three:
Double click the “motohawk pwm” block.
Set the Resource to H1 and check the
“Input Enable” checkbox.

Thirty Four:
Add a “Bus Selector” block from the
“Signal Routing” group in the block library,
and connect the input port to the
“Bus Selector”.

Thirty Five:
Double click the “Bus Selector”, and add all
three signals to the “Selected Signals” list.
(click the “Select>>” button). If “?signal1” and
“?signal2” are listed in the “Selected Signals”
box, highlight those items and click “Remove”.
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Thirty Six:
Add a “motohawk_calibration” from the
“MotoHawk”, “Calibration & Probing” library.

Thirty Seven:
Double click on the calibration block.
Change the “Name” to ‘Direction’ (note that
single quotes are required). Set the
“Default value” to 1. Set the Behavior
to Display.
Now check the “Show Additional
Parameters” checkbox. You will see the
additional parameters listed. Set the
“Output Data Type” to int16.
(More instructions for this block
in the next picture.)

Thirty Eight:
Scroll down farther in the calibration
parameters box and click both the
“Show MotoTune Help and Units” check box
and the “Show Min and Max Values”
check box. Set the “Help Text”,
“Minimum Value” and “Maximum Value”
fields as shown in the picture to the right.
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Thirty Nine:
Add two “motohawk_override_abs” blocks,
also from the “Calibration and Probing”
block library.

Fourty:
Double click the first override block.
Set the “Name” to ‘DC_OverRide’ (note that
single quotes are required). Check the
“Show AdditionalParameters” checkbox and
then check the “Show Min and Max Values”
check box. Set the “Minimum Value” and
“Maximum Values” to -4096 and 4096
respectively.

Fourty One:
Double click the second override block.
Set the “Name” to ‘Freq_OVR’ (note that
single quotes are required). Check the
“Show AdditionalParameters” checkbox and
then check the “Show Min and Max Values”
check box. Set the “Minimum Value” and
“Maximum Value” to 0 and 20000
respectively.
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Fourty Two:
Drag and Drop a “Gain” block and a
“Product” block from the “Simulink”,
“Math Operations” library.

Fourty Three:
Double click the “Gain” block and set the
“Gain:” value to 100. Then hook up all the
blocks as shown in the picture to the right.
(More instructions for this block on the
next slide.)

Fourty Four:
Still within the “Gain” parameters box,
click the “Signal Attributes” tab and set the
“Output data type” to uint32.
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Fourty Five:
Double click the “Product” block. Click the
“Signal Attributes” tab and set the
“Output data type” to int16.

Congratulations! You’ve just completed your first model.
Choose “File”, and “Save” from the menus or type <ctrl>+s to save your work.
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